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Buy Local, Sell to the World

Buying & Selling Vinyl Records

Instructors: Nathan Bailey & Jeffrey Clark

0:00:01 Nathan Bailey: Okay everybody, welcome back to another edition of your Buy Local, Sell 
To The World Training. Today we're gonna talk about selling vintage vinyl records, LP. Start 
spinning some wax too and having fun with it. I actually own almost a thousand records myself. I 
have a record player, I still listen to vinyl. Am I weird, Jeff? 

0:00:27 Jeff: Oh man, if you are well then we're the weird brothers 'cause I love playing vinyl.

0:00:33 NB: I love it too. I own a recording studio, I've been a musician almost all my life since I 
was five years old and there's something about... I'm the customer of this niche, I buy this. I go on 
eBay and look for this stuff and buy it. I'm the guy that will pay 60 to 80 bucks for a record that I 
can't find anywhere else. So why is it that selling vintage vinyl records and LPs make sense? 

0:00:58 Jeff: Well, Nathan, we're in a perfect storm right now with vinyl records and the reason for 
that is the people that have vintage vinyl collections are either late baby boomers or early busters, 
like me. So these are collections they had when they were kids or they're the kids that inherited 
them from their parents. And so, most of these people, if they're my age then they remember the 
'80s when vinyl faded out and CDs came in. And we were convinced that vinyl was totally dead. So 
a lot of people, when you go out and you find vinyl albums, and you're sourcing them, a lot of 
people that own them believe they're worthless and so you can pick them up so ridiculously cheap 
but what they don't realize is what we know, which is the resurgence in vinyl, is absolutely huge. 
Nathan, for the first time this last year, sales in vinyl surpassed sales in downloadable music. Did 
you realize that? 

0:02:02 NB: Oh wow, that's crazy. I had no clue of that.

0:02:05 Jeff: I'm serious. So we're at a place now where people are either remembering vinyl from 
their childhood and trying to find that vintage record or they're millennials who are realizing the 
superiority and sound quality that vinyl offers. And people are buying them up like crazy.

0:02:31 NB: Yeah. I'll tell you on my end, I'm the audiophile, I'm the customer, I'm the person that 
listens to vinyl because of the audio quality and not only that but the nostalgia of my records that 
belonged to my mother that were things that we listened to when we were little kids that we grew 
up on. That's the whole part of it and just the collecting thing. There are tons of collectors out there 
and the great thing about vinyl and then much like books too, they're not making any new copies, 
they're not pressing any new copies of this stuff, right? 
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0:03:07 Jeff: Exactly.

0:03:10 NB: Now Jeff tell me what kind of records are we looking for here? 

0:03:15 Jeff: Okay, well the thing with vinyl records is... And when I'm teaching people how to 
look for vinyl records, I try to teach them to look for certain genres. And the reason for that is, yes, 
if you look at every single record, you're going to find titles in every genre that will sell but there 
are certain genres that have a higher percentage of winners versus losers than other ones. And I 
wanna talk about a few of those genres right off the bat here. If you're looking at records in the '80s 
and '90s, the best genres to look for are rock and pop, metal and punk, rap and hip-hop, those are 
the ones that are gonna sell. And we've got a few examples here that we can talk about.

0:04:05 NB: Let's jump into that.

0:04:06 Jeff: Okay.

0:04:07 NB: So Def Leppard, I own these records, for me when I was a kid this was where I 
learned to rock, man.

0:04:16 Jeff: Yeah. This is crazy. And I wanna say right of the bat as we're showing these examples,
this isn't just a BOLO thing like, "Oh this is the one title you've got to go out and look for." Man, 
there are hundreds of titles honestly. I'm just giving you a few examples that I've actually sold. Def 
Leppard is a huge metal group, very, very influential in the metal scene. And Pyromania is still a 
monster selling album, it's such a classic. This album at the time I sold it, Nathan, I think it was 
ranked 1,400 on Amazon and I sold this thing for 60 bucks and it's a great, great album.

0:04:53 NB: Yeah, this was their biggest record. This is the record that broke this band into the 
biggest... They were the biggest band in what was called the British wave of heavy metal. I would 
really call Def Leppard more rock than metal personally, from a genre perspective, but at the same 
time, this right here, it's changed music. This is instrumental in changing music to where it's come 
today. Now this album as well, U2, this spawned some of the greatest, biggest hits of all time. Oh 
yeah, the biggest hits of all time on this one.

0:05:28 Jeff: This one formed '80s pop. Absolutely. And there's another one that influenced so 
many groups. Coldplay would not be who they are without this album, honestly.

0:05:41 NB: Yes, they're huge.

0:05:43 Jeff: And this was another one. I got this in great condition and sold it for $90.

0:05:47 NB: Yeah, that's incredible. That Def Leppard one, what did you sell that one for? 

0:05:53 Jeff: Sold that for 60.

0:05:54 NB: See, and you probably bought it for a dollar? 

[chuckle]
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0:05:58 Jeff: Actually a lot cheaper than that. We'll talk about that when we get to...

0:06:00 NB: Like 25 cents man.

0:06:02 Jeff: When we get to where to look for albums well, I'll tell you about that.

0:06:04 NB: People just don't know what this stuff is worth. By the way, this album, INXS, I've 
owned it, listened to it a hundred times. Two things on this album cover. This gentleman over here 
on the right is Michael Hutchence, he's passed away. He died several years back and as soon as he 
passed away, any memorabilia of INXS went through the roof. And then not only that but this 
skateboard on the cover, this is a Vision skateboard, really the '80s and early '90s. Well, '80s 
especially was huge for these skateboards, they were a huge popular trend. I found one of those 
skateboards that I bought for five bucks, and sold it for $275, that same skateboard.

0:06:51 Jeff: Sweet.

0:06:52 NB: But this record here, crazy. This is nostalgic for a lot of people. What does something 
like this one sell for? 

0:07:00 Jeff: Sure is, this one I actually found sealed. It was still sealed. And when records are 
sealed, you can get a lot more for them. I sold this for 125 bucks.

0:07:08 NB: Yeah, sealed. That's still in the shrink wrap, never been opened. That's what you look 
for. If you ever find records that are sealed never been opened, I pretty much automatically buy 
them. I don't even look them up or research them, I pretty much just buy them. And then, rap stuff 
from the '80s, I own this record, too. I had no clue that it sold for 60 bucks on Amazon.

0:07:35 Jeff: Right. Well some of their later titles don't sell for quite as much but this was Run-
DMC's first record, and so there were fewer copies of it pressed than the later titles. So yeah, this 
one sells for crazy amounts.

0:07:47 NB: And these aren't even FBA, if you were selling them FBA, they'd go for about 75. And
not only that, one thing to pay attention to, right down here original 1984 profile label cover, 
VG/VG+. So it's very good to very good plus. These are gradings and there's a whole grading 
system that we're gonna teach you about to really describe the condition of the record. We'll get into
that here in a minute. Now here is another one from the '90s there, Love and Rockets, they were 
huge but I bet 99% of all the people here watching this training have never heard of this band.

0:08:29 Jeff: Right. And that's another good point, it's not always just the popular musicians, 
because you gotta look for that niche of people. There's a certain fanatical fanbase that loves indie 
rock and Love and Rockets, they were great. And they've got a huge very loyal fanbase. So this one,
I sold this for 60 bucks also. It's kind of like books. In the book module, we were talking about 
popular authors like Stephen King and Tom Clancy, and all that. So you mention books and people 
go, "Oh yeah, I've got a bunch of Stephen King." Well there's a zillion copies of Stephen King out 
there. And it's kind of the same thing with vinyl, there's not a zillion copies of Love and Rockets, 
okay? 
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0:09:17 NB: Nope.

0:09:18 Jeff: But the people that love the band are willing to pay high prices for it.

0:09:23 NB: Absolutely. So the rarer and the weirder. I look for weird.

0:09:29 Jeff: Oh man, I love weird stuff.

0:09:31 NB: Like Tijuana Brass you think, "Oh what, this is just worthless." Nope. Nope, that stuff 
sells. It sells.

0:09:38 Jeff: Sure does.

0:09:40 NB: I used to love Song of the South and all the old Disney, and children stuff and stuff 
from the '60s and '70s. That's the music that I grew up on. So rock and pop really came into its own 
in that era. There's...

0:09:57 Jeff: Sure, there's a lot of foundational groups.

0:10:00 NB: Garage stuff, psychedelic.

0:10:03 Jeff: Garage and psychedelia, that's your weird groups that people don't know very well, 
but again, have a good fanatical following.

0:10:10 NB: Oh yeah. Iron Butterfly...

0:10:11 Jeff: Soundtracks really can be good if you find the right titles and children's records, 
people get nostalgic for, well like you and me. I was a child in the '60s, and so a lot of that stuff is 
nostalgic for people like us.

0:10:25 NB: Yeah, that was some of the only entertainment that you actually had access to. Back 
when TV wasn't even color yet. And not only that, but there was only what? Three channels, four 
channels.

0:10:42 Jeff: Yep, we had three channels.

[laughter]

0:10:45 NB: And you couldn't use a remote control, you had to flip the switch on it. TVs like that 
actually you'd be surprised actually sell.

0:10:52 Jeff: Oh I know dude, I sell TVs. [chuckle]

0:10:54 NB: But I could tell you this, don't every buy those big huge record player stereo systems 
that are big pieces of furniture.

0:11:00 Jeff: Oh no, those big consoles, no.
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0:11:03 NB: You'll never sell that in a million years.

0:11:04 Jeff: You'll never move them.

0:11:05 NB: And it just [0:11:06] ____...

0:11:06 Jeff: Right. So the Beatles, there's no more foundational group than the Beatles. No one 
had more influence. The reason I'm showing this one here is because this was a first West Coast 
pressing 1964 that I found, and I sold this for $90. And we've got some tools later on we can talk 
about, with the grading system and stuff like that, where you can do research.

0:11:37 NB: And to understand the difference between mono or monaural, versus stereo.

0:11:42 Jeff: Versus stereo, yep exactly.

0:11:43 NB: This album was recorded in mono, on a four track recorder. And what they would do 
is, they would come in and they would record guitar on one track, the song to get the scratch track, 
and then they would do three tracks of drums. So three mics around the drum kit to get that drum 
sound. And then when they were done recording the drums, they would then get rid of the guitar 
track and bounce the mix of those drums back to one track, and then they'd have three tracks that 
opened up that they could put multi-track vocals and they kept bouncing the... That's how you had 
to do it back in the day. So that's why... Understanding the history of not only how this stuff was 
recorded and what's going on there and why people would collect it, is huge. Understanding the 
back story.

0:12:32 Jeff: Yeah, part of the back story, really, of vinyl itself and the reason that it's so sought 
after is because vinyl is an analog system, and digital recording is great, but digital is... The human 
ear is so ridiculously sensitive that you can subconsciously hear the spaces in between digital 
[chuckle], okay, I don't know how else to say it. That's kind of a poor way it, but the analog has a 
much fuller, warmer sound. Now, vinyl albums, of course, are not as clean as digital because you're 
gonna have static, crackles and pops, but the...

0:13:15 NB: The width and the depth of the music is better.

0:13:18 Jeff: Yeah, exactly.

0:13:19 NB: It sounds wider and it just sounds warmer and real, real analog. So I can tell the 
difference because I'm a recording engineer, but moving on here. Now this right here, I love this. 
Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope, I would... Jeff, I would pass this up. What led you to this and tell me
a little bit behind the research process of how you figured out this record was gonna sell and first 
off, what did it sell for? 

0:13:51 Jeff: Well, first off, I sold this for $175. [chuckle] It's a 1972 Broadway production and 
there were two things that caught my eye. First of all, I'm a big Broadway fan, and I had never 
heard of this show. So that's kind of the niche thing, like when we were talking about Love and 
Rockets, most people probably haven't heard of the band, but the people that love indie rock are 
looking for it, and people that love Broadway or Broadway historians are gonna be looking for 
these shows that nobody else has ever heard of. The other thing that caught my eye is the fact that 
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it's an all-black cast, and black theater was really coming of age in the '70s. It was such a huge, huge
thing. You got the Alvin Ailey Dance Troupe and black theater groups and black filmmakers, with 
the Jackie Brown series and things like that. So from a historical standpoint, this is big. The Wiz 
came out several years after this and was a huge hit with Michael Jackson and Diana Ross and all of
that. So those two things are what caught my eye and made me grab this, and I got this for pennies. 
Honestly. [chuckle]

0:15:16 NB: Some things are so rare and collectible. Now, let me ask you this. When you picked 
this up in the store, what tool or what did you use to find out that this was gonna be a winner? 

0:15:29 Jeff: Okay, so for the most part, I just used my Amazon Seller App, and it's a little 
cumbersome because usually, you have to type in the title. They do have an image search feature 
now, but that doesn't always work because when you scan the vinyl record image, usually what 
comes up on your app is the CD. So what I do on Amazon Seller App is I type the word "vinyl," and
then I type either the artist or the title. So in this case, I type in "vinyl," then "Don't Bother Me, I 
Can't Cope." And it was kind of a long tail, but there were only... If I remember right, I think there 
were only three total sellers, and they were all merchant fulfilled. So that tells me that it's a pretty 
wide open [chuckle] field, right? There's not a lot of competition out there, and so the record must 
be pretty rare, and indeed it was. It only took about three months to sell, and I'm not kidding, it sold 
for 175 bucks.

0:16:30 NB: So doing the research on this stuff, it is work, but if you take the time and do the work,
you're gonna find those opportunities. It's just there, and it's everywhere. Seriously.

0:16:43 Jeff: Vinyl records are everywhere. They really are.

0:16:45 NB: The Allman Brothers, the Brothers Allman. This right here, this album is classic. At 
the Fillmore East live, it's like...

0:16:55 Jeff: Such a good album. This is one I had to play before I sold it. [chuckle]

0:17:00 NB: Of course.

0:17:02 Jeff: This is another foundational group that just has a huge following, and this is a great 
album. Sold for 90 bucks.

0:17:10 NB: Yeah, this band is iconic in southern, and bands and artists that came out of Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama, and recorded a lot of... People don't realize some of the best records and bands 
ever, recorded in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, in a little tiny town. The Rolling Stones, Aretha Franklin
came out of there. Everybody who was anybody recorded there. Now, here's one of my favorites 
that you've got listed here. This is The Jackson 5. I'm a huge Michael Jackson fan. When he passed 
away, all of his records, any of his memorabilia, anything, shot up through the roof in value because
of the popularity of the new story of everything that went on. Artists that pass away, that's... You 
wanna keep a keen eye or if they're in the news, keep a keen eye out. So this one right here... And 
it's a greatest hits album too. See that's the thing, greatest hits albums actually sell better than 
sometimes the individual albums because...

0:18:15 Jeff: They really do.
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0:18:16 NB: People don't really... They aren't like you and I; you and I are both musicians. And we 
listen to really weird, niche-y stuff that is really muzaky that only 5% of people would ever get into 
because they're musicians. Then there's the stuff where...

0:18:32 Jeff: You and I wanna hear the tracks that nobody else has ever heard or even wants to 
hear. [laughter]

0:18:37 NB: Yeah. To where...

0:18:39 Jeff: Most people just wanna hear the top 40. [laughter]

0:18:41 NB: They want the hits, they want the hits. Well, always watch out for good greatest hits 
album, certain ones, especially if they're sealed and new. I had an Eagles Greatest Hits record...

0:18:51 Jeff: This one was not sealed, but is in pretty good condition. But the point I wanna make 
with this album is this is a good example where an album will have multiple releases, okay? This 
original one came out in, I think 1972, if I remember right, I could be wrong on the date. But it's 
released again in like '78, again in '84 I think. And then there's newer releases of albums being made
now, but because this was the first release, I sold this one for $50. And later releases won't bring 
that much money so, when you're looking for vintage vinyl and you find those original releases 
that's what the collector is gonna look for.

0:19:33 NB: Yeah, I would have a hard time selling this one, I'd have to keep it for my collection I 
just would. To give you a little insight into the buyer's mind, I'm a buyer of this stuff and when I see
something like this, that I want for my collection, you do what you gotta do to get it.

0:19:50 Jeff: That's right.

0:19:51 NB: It becomes something that just festers in your soul and that's how these buyers are and 
those are the best kinda buyers to have, that are impulsive and so grateful to you that you were able 
to provide them something that nobody else could. Trust me you'll get a lot of love and great 
feedback from selling records. Now going back to the '50s, too I have a lot of old stuff too. I even 
have these 45 records that... Going through and doing research, I got hundreds and hundreds of 45. 
But I sell them to people that have jukeboxes. You have to know the audience for 45s but generally, 
they don't sell. But that's back in the day there were different sizes of records back in the '50s and 
different types of Victrola records and records that you'd drop them and they'd shatter because 
they're glass.

0:20:39 Jeff: Right, they're shellac, they're not vinyl.

0:20:41 NB: They're shellac.

0:20:42 Jeff: They were actually made out of shellac, that's right.

0:20:44 NB: Yeah.

0:20:44 Jeff: Yeah, so for '50s stuff I look for rock and pop and I look for jazz and blues. Oh my 
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gosh. Some of that old jazz is just crazy. This one here, this is probably my craziest record flip ever. 
Sonny Clark is a great, great, cool jazz artist from the '50s and '60s and this album first came out in 
1958. And I picked this up at an estate sale they had a bunch of records four for a dollar. And so I 
paid 25 cents for this and when I was researching it, I discovered that the first release, the initial 
release was in mono and then subsequent releases from 1959 on were in stereo. And what I had in 
my hands was a 1958 mono. And so, I put this up on eBay and it sold... Are you ready for this? It 
sold for $1,125. And look at the condition, a dude wrote his name on this in black marker and he 
wrote the wrong date, down there in the corner. This is a 1958 album and he wrote 1956 but even 
with the cover in that crappy condition this sold for over a grand.

0:22:04 NB: Yeah that's beautiful. That is a testament to what can be done with just one of the 
techniques and strategies or products that we're gonna teach you how to go after in this course. And 
we don't mean to be redundant with this. We just, we wanna drive it home that this is a real 
business. That for me it's a hobby, but it's a very profitable hobby 'cause I enjoy it so much. I enjoy 
making money at it, but I enjoy it, it isn't like work to me. I actually have fun doing it.

0:22:37 Jeff: I know. I can't decide if I'm working or playing most of the time.

0:22:40 NB: Yeah now and you talk about children's records, I had this record when I was a little 
kid: Flashdance, Flashbeagle.

0:22:47 Jeff: That's great.

0:22:47 NB: I actually did. My mother was a...

0:22:49 Jeff: That's great.

0:22:50 NB: Huge Flashdance fan.

0:22:52 Jeff: Wow.

0:22:53 NB: She had the shirt too that was off the shoulder, the whole thing back in the day. You 
know the leg warmers? That's when girls started wearing them...

0:23:04 Jeff: Snoopy's got the headband, look at that.

0:23:05 NB: Yep.

0:23:07 Jeff: Right. Okay, so when I'm looking at children's records, Nathan, I look especially for 
branded, especially character branded, okay? This is Peanuts, Peanuts is big. Disney, a lot of Disney
records are huge. Sesame Street is good. So stuff that has specific brands, Muppet records, Fraggle 
Rock, that kinda stuff.

0:23:32 NB: Disney.

0:23:33 Jeff: This one I actually, I don't remember how much I paid for it, I think I paid a dollar, 
maybe 50 cents for it. And I sold this to somebody in Russia for $72. Buy local, sell to the world.
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0:23:45 NB: That's great man, I love that. And I'll tell you if you're not familiar with a program on 
eBay, eBay has a program that's called the eBay Global Shipping Program where it's kinda like FBA
but just for shipping to international customers. See, you don't wanna ship down to South America 
'cause their postal service is, I don't wanna say corrupt, but it's just not set up to make sure you get 
your package there and then you're liable if it doesn't... And we had this problem with Russia a 
while back where there's no way to track it as soon as it leaves the country. But eBay created a 
program where you send the product to them when you sell it international, it goes to Kentucky and 
then they personally ship the product to the person from their location to protect you as the seller. 
And so not selling international is a huge mistake across all market places that people make because
I sell shoes; I sold 15 pairs of shoes to one person in France.

0:24:47 Jeff: Cool. That's really cool, yeah.

0:24:50 NB: And if it isn't available for international, they won't be able to see it, they won't be able
to buy it and that's one less customer or multiple customers you're losing out on. But with the 
children's stuff in different languages, different editions. But I'll tell you children's books and 
children's records are ones I'm always keeping my eyes peeled for because for some reason I like 
them. That old Robin Hood Disney record, the old Alvin and the Chipmunks, the old... All that 
stuff. Even if I pay a buck for it at least I get to listen to it [chuckle] one time before I let it loose, I 
let it go, and that's the hardest thing for me. As your primary customer in this business, I'm your 
customer so I'm kind of giving you the idea of people, they may buy it from you and pay 25 bucks 
and only listen to it one time and that's the price they'll pay for that, that's how weird we are.

0:25:48 Jeff: Right, let me tell one story about the global shipping program before we move on. 
I've sold so many records this year through eBay's Global Shipping Program. And one in particular, 
it was an album, I'm sorry I don't have a slide for it, but it was an artist named Mike Westhues and 
I'd never heard of the guy before okay? I played it, it was pretty good music but researching him, 
reading his Wiki page, I kind of thought, "Well he's probably got a niche audience out there," 
because he actually lived in Indiana for a while. And then he moved to Finland. And so, you got this
American living in Finland for 20 some years, okay, doing shows, making records, doing whatever. 
And the record that I had in my hand was Preston, Indiana but the fascinating thing was it had a 
handwritten note from Mike Westhues and it was a note to a radio station saying, "Hey, here's a 
copy of my latest album... "

0:26:44 Jeff: "I hope you enjoy it, give it air play, thanks so much," blah, blah, blah, that kind of 
thing. So I thought, "Alright, with that... " The artist isn't well known, so it's not like it's gonna sell 
quick on Amazon or whatever, but I put it up on eBay and I said, "Rare signed copy," I showed a 
picture of the letter and everything. Oh another thing is he died about five years ago. So that's 
another thing about the artist dying. So I put this up on eBay and a guy in Switzerland contacted, he 
bought it and contacted me, he paid $90 for this album with the signed note. And he contacted me 
and said, "I can't believe I found this. I met Mike Westhues. He was the nicest guy, he gave me 
some of his CDs and this particular album I haven't been able to find until now." Dude Buy Local, 
sell to the world.

0:27:40 NB: It works, it's a real business.

0:27:41 Jeff: It so works.
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0:27:42 NB: Now let's talk about what records not to buy or look for kind of, explain 'kind of' there,
Jeff.

0:27:51 Jeff: Well, I say kind of because again you will find classical albums, compilation albums, 
foreign albums, gospel. You'll find something of everything that will sell. Eventually you're gonna 
find one or two titles. But when I say "don't look for," what I'm talking about is, if you go to, like 
say you go to a yard sale or a thrift store. And they have hundreds and hundreds of albums and you 
think, "Oh my gosh, I'm gonna be here all day and all night going through these titles." Well, you 
can mentally sort out things like '50s and '60s instrumental, like Lawrence Welk and Guy 
Lombardo, '50s and '60s vocal. A lot of those artists, they're really saturated, compilation albums, 
the Reader's Digest, the Time Life, those things, everybody had those when I was a kid. So you're 
gonna find a lot of them, like if you're going to Goodwill. So mentally you can pass by those and go
back to the genres that we talked about earlier. But I do want to show just a few examples of some 
of these that I did sell.

0:28:52 NB: Okay, so when we're looking at records, your classical music, your compilations, 
there's gonna be a lot of stuff out there. So usually when I run into these situations where I'm buying
records... I run into situations at estate sales, yard sales, auctions, where I'm buying an entire lot of 
records and there's no way I can possibly research everything, but sometimes I can get 100 records 
for 20 bucks for the whole thing right? And you wanna, if you can flip through them real quick and 
say there was mostly classical, there was a bunch of gospel, there was a bunch of instrumental stuff 
from the '50s, and Lawrence Welk and things that just...

0:29:34 Jeff: Montivani and yep.

0:29:35 NB: Yeah, that just don't sell, Funny thing is I bought a Barry Manilow the other day, and it
was not a good seller but I enjoy listening to it, I'm weird like that. But it's just nostalgic for me. But
that stuff... You're gonna find stuff that is just not gonna sell well. And you need to not waste your 
time and spin your wheels and toil and you need to learn to recognize those things very quickly. 
But...

0:30:01 Jeff: Exactly.

0:30:01 NB: Like this record. I would thumb right past this and go, "Nope, no, no, nope, nope." 
And I would have been totally wrong.

0:30:08 Jeff: Yeah, well this was one that came in one of those big collections that I bought, just 
like you were talking about. And, if I buy the entire collection, then of course I'm gonna go through 
every single title. And what I find is that two-thirds, maybe three quarters of them are not good 
sellers. But, every now and then you get one that is. And the reason that something like this does so 
well is because of the artist. Jean-Pierre Rampal is one of the best flautists of the last half-century. 
And this was a really, really early recording of his. You can see the vintage Decca label there, this is
probably from early '60s I would guess. And I sold this for $80, because the classical records that do
sell are going to be artist specific or conductor specific, or it's going to be some odd-ball work by 
the composer that's not as popular. You look at Beethoven, everybody knows 5th Symphony and 
Moonlight Sonata and all that, but Serenade in D Major for flute, violin and Viola Opus 25, how 
often are you gonna see that? Not very often. So the classical music aficionado's gonna be looking 
for the odd-ball works and especially specific artists that they know.
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0:31:26 NB: Yeah, it's very niche specific.

0:31:28 Jeff: It really is.

0:31:29 NB: Musicians are a very strange and eccentric bunch.

0:31:32 Jeff: We're kind of a weird lot, aren't we? [laughter]

0:31:34 NB: But you gotta realize that they only pressed so many of these and they're not making 
any more of them and pretty soon even the records that are worthless will become actually worth 
more money as a result. So even the records that...

0:31:48 Jeff: That's true.

0:31:49 NB: Not to look for, you're gonna find needles in those haystacks. So not just that, this one 
right here too though, it's like...

0:31:56 Jeff: Oh. This surprised me, because gospel records are probably the one genre that you're 
gonna find is mostly worthless. 90-some percent of the gospel records you find are not gonna be 
worth selling.

0:32:12 NB: Unless it's modern, unless it's modern music. Unless it's modern...

0:32:16 Jeff: Yeah, exactly.

0:32:17 NB: Christian...

0:32:17 Jeff: Current Christian rock, that'll go, but the classical gospel quartet... Every community 
had the singing Henderson family, or whoever. Every community had a singing family in their 
church, doing classical gospel bluegrass, country gospel. And so you will find hundreds and 
hundreds and hundreds of those records. But this one really surprised me, I sold this for $40 on 
eBay. Part of it is Fred Waring, the name recognition, another part of is the age. This is 1948. And 
another part is, it's kind of odd. Trombones? I play trombone, I love trombone, but you just don't 
think of it as a gospel instrument. [laughter]

0:33:04 NB: No. No, it's a little boisterous.

0:33:07 Jeff: Yeah, it is. [laughter]

0:33:09 NB: Just the title of the record, God's Trombones. [laughter]

0:33:12 Jeff: Isn't that awesome? I love it. [laughter] I like to think that I play God's trombone 
when I'm playing in my band. [laughter]

0:33:20 NB: That's awesome. That is absolutely just way too cool, way too cool. So there's 
trombone players, there's flute players, flautists, as you say. There's very niche specific things that 
are going to move, but they're not really what we're looking for, but this one right here, this is a 
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winner, right here.

0:33:39 Jeff: This is a great winner, and I wanted to highlight this one because most of the... This is
a Reader's Digest compilation, it's like a six album set. And most of these box sets do not sell well. 
Because Reader's Digest and Time Life, and publishers like that just made tons of them. And it was 
the big mail order thing. But this one, for some reason, it's great music, that's probably the reason. 
I've actually sold this particular set three times and I've got a fourth one right here sitting next to me
that's ready to send in. But the three that I've sold, I've sold for anywhere from $35 to $60, 
depending on the condition, and it always has a good rank.

0:34:21 NB: I love it. It's just Glen Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Guy Lombardo, and people don't realize
this newer millennial group of people in our country, they're really, there's so much music to explore
now and this type of stuff, when you're a kid and you're in your band, you're in a jazz band or you 
go to college under a scholarship for jazz band, or any of that stuff, this is all stuff that those kids 
are buying.

0:34:58 Jeff: Right, right.

0:35:00 NB: Stuff that our generation wouldn't touch with a 10 foot pole.

[laughter]

0:35:02 Jeff: Exactly.

0:35:04 NB: You never know... That's why you can't assume who the audience is or if there's even 
an audience until you do your research and learn the backstory.

0:35:12 Jeff: Yep.

0:35:13 NB: Now...

0:35:14 Jeff: Exactly.

0:35:14 NB: 45 records.

0:35:16 Jeff: 45s, I so rarely buy 45s because most of them are just not worth it. People, collectors 
don't really look for 45s, they look for albums. And if they do look for 45s, they've got to have the 
original picture sleeve on them. Those are the only ones that'll sell.

0:35:33 NB: Radio versions? 

0:35:36 Jeff: Yes.

0:35:37 NB: And not only that but the audience for 45s is people who own jukeboxes, which is, I 
think that's your one in about 20 million? [laughter]

0:35:48 Jeff: You're right, probably. [laughter]
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0:35:50 NB: You know what I'm saying? It's...

0:35:52 Jeff: Yeah.

0:35:53 NB: You have to put the little thing on your record player that's the bigger hole, and then 
it's only for one song and then you gotta flip it over and it's just... That's why they don't really sell 
that well unless they're... It's always the subject matter of the 45 and if it's something...

0:36:09 Jeff: Exactly.

0:36:09 NB: That someone would buy for their jukebox.

0:36:12 Jeff: Yep. And the subject matter is what sold this one right here. Now this came in a big 
lot of albums that I bought. There was a box of 45s that went with it and rather than just toss them 
all aside, I started to go through them one by one and I did a little research because I'd never heard 
of The Detroit Vibrations. Now Detroit is a real foundational city for pop music, Motown, all that 
kind of stuff. So I thought, "What are the chances here that this might be kind of a nichey group that
will sell?"

0:36:43 Jeff: So first of all, I listened to it. I put it on my record player and listened to it and it was 
really cool late '60s garage protopunk almost. And so I researched the name "The Detroit 
Vibrations" and I found that they were a group. They were indeed a garage group in the late '60s 
that eventually became the group Frijid Pink, which had a big hit with their cover of House of the 
Rising Sun by The Animals. So when I put this up on eBay, I made a big deal out of that. I said, 
"Look, this is the group that eventually became Frijid Pink." And a key to selling on eBay is using 
good keywords. So I used keywords like garage, protopunk, things like that and I sold this 45 for 75
bucks.

0:37:35 NB: That's insane that for a 45 record that when this came out when it was brand new, what
was it? Like a dollar, maybe 50 cents.

0:37:45 Jeff: 50 cents probably. This came out in '67.

0:37:51 NB: Boy, it's just insane and that's another thing too is you can really profit off of the rising
cost of inflation. What something would have been worth then versus what it's worth now and we're
gonna get into this and more products you can find out there, even outside. We got way more niches
and techniques to show you. Very specific products to go after. Now finding this stuff, that's always 
the big question. Well, okay, now that I know that this stuff sells and I know what to look for, where
do I look for this stuff? Where do I find this stuff, Jeff? 

0:38:22 Jeff: Sure. Okay. So some of my favorite places to go to find vinyl records are estate sales 
and yard sales. So estate sales are great because it's usually that someone has passed on, and so their
kids are selling off their stuff. So you're going to find private collections. It's kind of like the same 
thing we talked about in the book module. You're gonna have people that had collections that they 
cared about and took very good care of them. So when I go to yard sales, I find records that are a 
little more beat up, a little more scratched up because people are trying to get rid of their junk. And 
they may have kept back some records that they wanted to keep.
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0:39:05 Jeff: But estate sales you're getting everything the person owned. So if they had a private 
collection that they loved and would never even dream of selling in a yard sale, it's going to be in 
the estate sale. So you can find... You can usually find records in really good condition there and 
you're gonna find some really interesting titles because if the person had a personal love for let's say
jazz or Broadway or whatever, then you're going to find a lot of good titles of that genre in their 
sale. Yard sales are good too. I usually pick and choose titles and I always inspect condition very 
carefully at yard sales 'cause you don't wanna buy records that are really badly scratched up, and if 
they are scratched up...

0:39:46 NB: Unless you're paying 10 cents a record 'cause I always offer to buy it all. 'Cause here's 
the thing, when I go out... And every area has its own sweet spot for finding this stuff. I find the 
most records I've ever found that were the best buyable ones were at yard sales and garage sales. I 
bought my whole '80s master collection from one yard sale, okay? I still own it. I haven't sold it. I 
sold a bunch of them at the time, but I decided, "Gosh. No, I just like these too much." The ones 
that were really ultra valuable that I've had really no interested in, that wasn't... I sold all that stuff.

0:40:27 NB: But I can tell you this that I bought I think 500 records in one shot for about 40 bucks 
'cause the guy said, "Oh well, they're probably not worth anything anymore but they were my prized
collection and I don't even have a... " He had this record player that I bought with it that hooked up 
USB to a computer so you could transfer your records to digital, to CD, right? 

0:40:57 Jeff: Cool, very cool.

0:40:58 NB: And that's what he said he did and I went, "Well, I'll buy your record player too." 
[laughter] Alright. So throw that in, throw that in and I'll give you 40 bucks for everything and he 
says, "I'm pretty sure it's worth more than that." And I went, "Yeah, but I'll just take everything. You
need to make space right? That's why you're doing this? You're out of space. Tell you what. I'll just 
take everything 'cause for me to go through everything and pick through it and at the end of the day 
you're still gonna be left with a bunch of records that you're gonna have to go do something with, 
right? So I'll... 40 bucks." And he's like, "Let me think about it." And he went and talked to his wife.
Boom, walked out and said, "Yeah, let's do it." [laughter]

0:41:35 Jeff: Excellent! 

0:41:35 NB: And if you're really, really nice to people and you give them space and you don't act 
like a professional picker, and you negotiate properly, that's the key. I hate to negotiate. I know you 
do. What was your name? And they tell you their name. People liked to be called by their name. 
Well, "John, I like these records, but the most I'd ever be able to really pay for them is 40 bucks and 
I know they're probably worth a lot more than that, and especially to you, but here's your 
predicament. You can either put them back away where you were trying to get rid of them... " That's
why yard sales are so profitable, to get those what I got them for. I easily amassed over $600 to 
$800 in value on a $40 investment. Show me an investment where you can do that and sign me up. 
My name is Nathan Bailey. It is very easy to find me on Facebook. [laughter] Find me in the 
MySilentTeam.com group or the Facebook group. Our Facebook groups, we'll tell you about here in
the second, and I will sign up. Now, as far as auctions, state auctions, storage unit auctions, we find 
these things all the time there as well.

0:42:55 Jeff: That's right.
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0:42:56 NB: And so, what I do and here's a little tip, if you get with the auctioneers, learn who they 
are, get to know who they are in your area. So a lot of the storage unit auctions nowadays, it's not 
like you see on TV. They do it all online now, so it's a live auction but it's online. So you don't have 
to actually go down to the storage unit and you can bid right there online for the storage locker, 
storage unit. Well, the guys that buy storage units, they specialize in certain things that they find. 
Some of them own thrift stores and they refurbish furniture. Some people are looking for vintage 
collectibles, anything they can sell online for a profit.

0:43:39 NB: But they know that I buy vinyl records. They know that I buy books. So they have my 
information and, "Hey, if you don't wanna toil over those records let me know because I buy the 
vinyl records too, books, vinyl records, stuff that you guys don't wanna... They're heavy bulky stuff 
you guys don't wanna lift. Call me up. I'll come down and pick it up from your storage unit for you 
and pay you cash today." And that's good for them because...

0:44:03 Jeff: They're interested in clearing that thing out. That's what they're...

0:44:06 NB: They could sell a whole record collection to me and make back everything that they 
spent bidding on that storage unit. And then estate auctions, learning who the auctioneers are and 
where the auction houses are, right? 

0:44:23 Jeff: Right.

0:44:23 NB: And then getting on their newsletter or their actual website on a regular basis to see 
what it is they're gonna offer. If there's vinyl records, it's worth your time to go down.

0:44:34 Jeff: Oh, no question, no question. So I went to an auction outside of my little town here 
last year and the person, it was an estate auction, and the person had been a musician and a radio 
DJ, so he had thousands and thousands and thousands of record albums in his house. The auctioneer
didn't auction them by box. He auctioned them by room. And there were like, [laughter] hundreds 
and hundreds of records in every room in the house. There was me and there were probably five 
other people that they were bidding on these rooms of records. I walked out of that auction with 
probably close to 1500 albums, I think, and I paid a grand total $200 for them. But before I left, 
Nathan, I handed that auctioneer my business card and that, you can see it down there toward the 
bottom of the list here, business cards. And I told him, "If you ever get stuff you don't know what to
do with, give me a call." Okay? 

0:45:34 Jeff: So two days later, he called me and he said, "Hey, you're the guy that bought all those 
records?" Now, remember I was one of maybe five or six guys that bought records, but he identified
me as the guy who bought all those records. Why? Because I gave him my business card and I said, 
"Well, yeah, yeah, I did." He said, "Okay, so the guy that we did that auction for, he had a storage 
unit and I know there's some records in there. Would you wanna come look at them?" Well, of 
course, I'll come and look at them.

0:46:03 Jeff: So I went and met the guy, opened up the storage unit, and it was just full of furniture 
and old radios and all kinds of stuff, and I quickly eyeballed two or three boxes full of records. 
Fingered through them a little bit and realized that there was some good value here. And so, without
going any further, any deeper into the storage unit, I said, "Okay, Dave, here's what I will do. I will 
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give you $60 for all the records and books in this storage unit. And he said, "Okay. That sounds 
fair." So I handed him $60, started moving furniture and looking inside cabinets. Nathan, I filled my
van three times with records. I probably ended up with close to 4,000 records out of that storage 
unit for $60.

0:46:49 NB: Oh, it's absolutely unreal the things that happened, the haul on that, the work that you 
did, you probably made $1,000 an hour.

0:47:02 Jeff: I know it. [laughter]

0:47:03 NB: For the work that you did there. People laugh at me when they say, "What, you're a 
professional yard seller?" [chuckle] They did the Tower Productions. There was a company that 
came to Jim Cockrum and me and Skip McGrath and Suzanne Wells back in the day, and Chris 
Green, and Kat Simpson. And they wanted us to do a reality TV show on this stuff, right? 

0:47:31 Jeff: Okay.

0:47:32 NB: They wanted it and we turned them down, Skip was interested, but Jim, immediately, 
was like, "No, I've never seen anybody go on TV and come off of TV better off than they were." 
And the cool thing about this is that they were so interested when I went off and told them about 
what I did and took some video footage. They asked me to take, "Do you have just a little camera 
and you could take some footage of some of the stuff that you're talking about and what you're 
doing and show us some evidence of what you're doing?" And they actually re-approached me and 
they were saying, "Maybe there's an opportunity for us to do a yard sell type of a show. But what 
we wanna do is we wanna do it like all the other shows where there's different people, and they're 
all competing against each other." Kinda like thrift store...

0:48:22 Jeff: Okay.

0:48:23 NB: So the thing about this was is that they wanted me to be a thrift store hunter, and they 
just couldn't believe all the stuff that I was showing them that we had done and that we had 
documented. But I would never do that. Why? Because it would ruin this course.

0:48:37 Jeff: Absolutely.

0:48:38 NB: Then you have... Then that's what happened to the storage unit thing once the storage 
unit show... But, see, you guys are getting content here and information on vinyl records, and the 
mindset and the psyche of these people like me and Jeff that are out there actually not just talking 
about it but doing it. Going into thrift stores, I've found a bunch of records in thrift stores.

0:48:57 Jeff: Oh yeah.

0:48:58 NB: That's been one of my sweet spots for my area. Every area will have a sweet spot. It 
could be your library, it could be the vintage record shop downtown, you know what I'm saying? 

0:49:08 Jeff: Sure.

0:49:09 NB: In every metropolitan area, there is a vintage record shop where you can buy records 
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for a buck a piece. Everywhere.

0:49:18 Jeff: Yep. Gold mine.

0:49:19 NB: But...

0:49:20 Jeff: It's a gold mine. [laughter]

0:49:21 NB: That's the key, is you gotta establish yourself in your area. And this stuff is 
everywhere. It's not like it's not in abundance. It's actually in abundance out there. You just gotta go 
look.

0:49:31 Jeff: It really is. It really is.

0:49:33 NB: So selling this stuff online, we're selling it on FBA. And here's the difference between 
you and I, Jeff, and I love... That's why I love doing these. People with contrasting techniques or 
different things that I don't know. I learned things... I've learned a ton of things from you about this. 
I never sold records FBA. I thought they were just collectible and they should all go on eBay, and 
that was how to do it. I would then also take the castaways, the ones that weren't any good, I'd sell 
them to a local collector in the area and say, "Yeah, you can buy these for... " I bought them for 
maybe $0.30 a piece, I sell them for maybe $0.40 or $0.50 a piece. The ones that won't sell online 
that I need to get rid of anyway. I sometimes donate them back to thrift stores for a [chuckle] tax 
deduction, but...

0:50:18 Jeff: Sure.

0:50:19 NB: As far as selling it on FBA, I didn't realize sell it on FBA. Because in the early days, 
that's just not how it was done. If it wasn't a new record, brand new, still sealed, I thought well then 
it's got to go on eBay because it's used. Right? 

0:50:33 Jeff: Yeah, well, and that's a great thing. Amazon keeps changing their rules. They keep 
adapting with the times. And you're right, it was only just a handful of years ago that you could not 
sell vintage vinyl, FBA. But Amazon kept up with the times. They saw how good the used book 
market was, and so they've started allowing collectible toys, vintage collectible toys, and vinyl 
records. And I'll tell you what, the FBA market for vinyl records is just huge. Oh my gosh. I sell 
over 90% of my records on FBA. And, just like books, it's the same kind of thing. If you're selling 
FBA, you really don't compete against the merchant-fulfilled offers. So at merchant-fulfilled, the 
prices may be in the $10 to $12 to $15 range, but FBA, you can get $20, $25, $30, just because... I 
can't tell you how many times, Nathan, I'd look on a listing, and there are no FBA offers for a vinyl 
record.

0:51:37 NB: Prime eligibility, you've got the top buyers in the world on Amazon here in the United 
States, right? 

0:51:44 Jeff: And it's a growing market.

0:51:45 NB: They're all Prime members. [chuckle] A vast majority of them.
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0:51:49 Jeff: It's a growing market.

0:51:50 NB: They will not search for things that are not Prime eligible. They'll exclude anything 
that's not Prime eligible from their search.

0:51:57 Jeff: Exactly.

0:51:58 NB: And if they're looking for what you have, you're gonna be the only one that shows up.

0:52:02 Jeff: That's right. There are so many times...

0:52:03 NB: Their only price option they're gonna know about.

0:52:08 Jeff: That's right. That's right. There are many times where I will price my record higher 
than all the merchant-fulfilled offers and still sell it in a reasonable amount of time before a lot of 
them sell.

0:52:21 NB: Now, one of the things also too, to add to that, Jeff, is that selling them FBA, there's an
aspect that I didn't realize about the shipping aspect. And we're gonna talk more about this, and 
provide information. If you're selling on eBay, there are vinyl record boxes that you can order for 
shipping, right? 

0:52:37 Jeff: Sure.

0:52:39 NB: And yeah, they're kind of expensive. And I didn't realize that, oh, I could just send all 
of these records in one lot to FBA. Label them, and send them in one box, and then they cover the 
cost of that shipping and packaging cost for you. Because it's a special-sized box that you have to 
have.

0:53:01 Jeff: Exactly, yeah.

0:53:03 NB: And Amazon provides that for free.

0:53:04 Jeff: And we'll talk about that... That's right. Yeah, we'll talk about that when we get to the 
packing and shipping portion, but that's absolutely true.

0:53:12 NB: Yeah, it's one of those things where the benefit to sell FBA is huge, but it has to be a 
calculated procedure in regards to making sure it's going to sell for enough to cover the fees of 
FBA.

0:53:25 Jeff: Exactly. Yup.

0:53:28 NB: Always do the math on this stuff. But...

0:53:30 Jeff: Just like books, or anything else really.

0:53:31 NB: Yeah, that's kinda become my criteria there on records now. Because, for me, I still 
have boxes that we ship vinyl records on, but doing it FBA now, with the creation of Amazon 
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Prime, it's made it so that this business is so much easier. I actually got out of the business a while 
back, and all I was doing was selling them on eBay before, before FBA was a thing. And it got very 
difficult just being able to use eBay and that was it. And having to manage everything and ship 
everything outta here and stay on top of it.

0:54:13 Jeff: At that time, right.

0:54:14 NB: But you still wanna use FBA and eBay and the ideal situation is to send the record in 
FBA but also have it listed on eBay at the same time using a tool called JoeLister that we're gonna 
talk about in our tools training section. Now do you ever sell them back on Craigslist? 

0:54:32 Jeff: Not very often. If I do, it's usually the castoffs that I have, that I've already gone 
through and I decide they're not worth selling on FBA or eBay. And so I'll just group them into 
bundles.

0:54:44 NB: Now it goes both ways for me. I buy them on Craigslist...

0:54:48 Jeff: Oh, you sell vinyls on Craigslist, do you? 

0:54:50 NB: I buy them on Craigslist and then I'll sell them of Craigslist as well.

0:54:55 Jeff: Very cool.

0:54:56 NB: See, I'll tell you this, this is my strategy is, I run ads for a lot of the products that I turn
around and resell that are replenishable to me, ads for cash paid for your vinyl records or LPs, top 
dollar paid, put an ad in Craigslist in the items wanted section. And in the vinyl record section or 
music section or musical instrument section. I'm appealing to musicians, to people that would have 
vinyl records and things like that. So, running ads, cash paid. You find a niche and you can run a 
cash paid for your niche ad and the product comes to you, you have the calls fielded for you, you 
negotiate it, you know the niche. You become kinda the pawnshop for vinyl records in your area, 
right? Where people can cash them in.

0:55:48 NB: So, but then see, here's the thing. Let's say I've got somebody who has, oh I've got 200 
records. I'm gonna assume that they don't send me a list of everything that they have that I can look 
over, that two thirds to even maybe more are going to be junk. So, what I do is I'll say... I'll look at 
what they have and go really low ball offer, 85% of the time I'm turned down, my offer is rejected 
and they say, "Have a nice life," or they say some unsavory things and you just move on. But those 
15% that say yes, I'm getting these things at such a low price that I can turn around and resell the 
castoffs, the ones that aren't worth my time to sell online in bulk to some other would be record 
collector or a person that's trying to sell vinyl online in my area as well. So I sell them right back 
out on Craigslist.

0:56:40 Jeff: Very good, very good. Somebody else that will buy your castoff records and this is 
especially good if you have ones that are scratched up that collectors and music lovers don't want is 
crafters. They are people that make... Like they'll melt them in the oven and make candy bowls and 
things out of them or they'll turn them into clocks, there's a lot of clocks that are made out of... Or 
just decorative stuff. So that's another possibility.
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0:57:07 NB: There's a whole slew of creative opportunities there that I've seen people put up on the
whole wall. They go and buy it from a thrift store, all their records, and then they use it as the wall 
covering, so they just cover the whole wall with... It's an interior decor thing, in restaurants, in 
different places like that. Where it's very specific.

0:57:29 Jeff: Right. I even saw a crafter that took vintage cardboard vinyl covers, like David Bowie
covers and Rolling Stones covers and whatever. And they were making handbags out of them. They 
covered them with some kind of vinyl or whatever and actually made a handbag using vintage 
covers. And were selling those handbags for 200 to 300 bucks a piece.

0:57:51 NB: Yeah, you gotta find the audience too, that's why that's important. You gotta find gate 
keepers. What's funny is on a lot of the vintage collectible weird stuff, I work with interior 
decorators to sell them some of the things that I'm running ads for that go over picking up all the 
time. Now with discogs.com, Jeff, tell us about that site.

0:58:19 Jeff: That is the best site if you want information on vinyl albums. I use that site a lot when
I am researching albums for to sell on FBA or eBay, if I'm not 100% certain of the release date or I 
need a little more information on the release, Discogs goes so in depth. For instance, when I talked 
about that Meet the Beatles album earlier and I told you it was the first West Coast pressing. If you 
look on vintage albums and you look down after the last track where the needle runs out to the 
center of the record to the paper label, you will see what looks like hand scratch and it will be a 
series of letters and numbers, that's called the matrix runout and what that does it is, that identifies 
the year that the record was pressed and what plant it was pressed at.

0:59:17 Jeff: Now it doesn't say 1964 San Francisco, it's not clear like that, it's just X78 something 
or rather, it's a code, but that particular matrix runout will identify which pressing of that album you
have. So when I sold that Meet the Beatles album I got very specific and looked for the matrix 
runout. And Discogs will list the matrix runouts and they'll list every single possible release of 
every album. So you look up a title of an album, you might see a dozen different releases. It was 
released in Denmark, it was released in Canada, it was released, you know four years later, it was 
released by a different label who bought the rights to it or whatever. You'll find all of that 
information on Discogs. It's a fantastic website. But they also sell...

1:00:06 NB: Well, they sell records and you can sell your records there too. Right? 

1:00:10 Jeff: You can sell your records there too. Right.

1:00:11 NB: So, it's another marketing tool.

1:00:13 Jeff: [1:00:13] ____ so, you can... There have been times I've found records that were not 
listed on Discogs. So, I signed up to be a content creator. And I've created actual listing pages for 
certain titles. But you can also offer yours up for sale there. They have a marketplace that goes with 
it. It's a great site.

1:00:31 NB: And you can use the data that it provides you to create your listings on eBay.

1:00:35 Jeff: Absolutely.
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1:00:37 NB: And copy and paste. And it's that extra piece of information that makes your listing 
interesting. Almost entertaining. Maybe even quirky, funny...

1:00:44 Jeff: Sure.

1:00:47 NB: Is what makes people go, "I like this person" and "I'm going to buy from them." 
Because it's your style. It's your unique selling proposition. These are very real people that buy this 
type of stuff and they're eccentric. And for a lot of people, it's just... People buy from who they like. 
They just do. You can become very likeable with this data and information and style. Now grading 
records. We're saving some of the best stuff for last. You have to know how to grade records. That's 
what I learned very early on. There's a grading system.

1:01:25 Jeff: Yeah. Yeah. That's really key. That's really key.

1:01:30 NB: There's a [1:01:30] ____.

1:01:33 Jeff: Yeah. There's a great grading system that Goldmine puts out. Goldmine was a 
magazine from the '60s and '70s that talked about record collecting. And they developed a very 
elaborate, very intricate, specific system for grading records. Now, this is gonna be another area 
where you and I differ. Nathan, I know you're in love with the Goldmine system and it's a fantastic 
system. And I do use it on occasion. But when I use the Goldmine system, it's when I have 
something that I know is more collectible and the target market, the person looking for it, is gonna 
be another music geek, like you and me. Somebody that wants to know very specifically. But a lot 
of records that I list are not... I can kinda tell when I'm listing it if it's gonna be sought after by a 
collector. Or if it's just gonna be sought after by somebody who is either new to vinyl or maybe 
they're buying a children's record. They might be buying a children's record from when they were a 
kid and they just want their kid to listen to it. So, I've actually developed kind of a much simpler 
grading system that I will use in those instances. But you definitely have to have some kind of 
system, a very good specific description of your records.

1:02:56 NB: Do you always, for instance, take a photo of the actual record that you have, as good 
as you can to put into the condition note when you're selling FBA? 

1:03:06 Jeff: FBA, no. I don't always do that. If there's anything that is unique or like say if the 
album jacket maybe has some specific damage and I want to show that damage. I wanna be 
completely honest in my listing, I might show that or...

1:03:24 NB: You and I go as far as to actually listening to the records all the way through in certain 
cases on expensive stuff. To make sure that there aren't skips. To make sure that... And then you can 
put that in the listing that, "I listened to this record all the way through. Zero skips. You'll be happy 
with... "

1:03:44 Jeff: This has been play tested.

1:03:45 NB: VGGGGG+ quality.

1:03:48 Jeff: Right. Exactly.
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1:03:52 NB: So, we're gonna put a link below to help you guys understand a little bit more about 
grading. And one tip that I give to people when it comes to selling anything vintage, collectible 
books, media, VHS, CDs, records, any type of... Always downgrade in certain situations the quality 
of something. If you're ever really in doubt just downgrade it to the next level instead of, "Item is 
like new. VGG+." Just make it, "Like new, VG." That way it exceeds their expectations. And your 
feedback and your selling rating and your seller health is going to stay out of the lower 4% that 
you've gotta stay away from.

1:04:37 Jeff: Exactly.

1:04:37 NB: Where they'll suspend or limit your account.

1:04:41 Jeff: I always want a customer to be pleasantly surprised and not surprisingly disappointed.

1:04:46 NB: No. So, that's why you clean some of the records that you sell. You'll literally pull 
them out and there's a technique for that as well. Right? 

1:04:54 Jeff: Yup. Absolutely. Yeah. I pull out all the records and inspect them before I list them. 
And the first thing I do is I take some mild isopropyl alcohol and a lint free cloth and I just wipe 
them down. Because if there's any kind of grease, fingerprints, whatever on the vinyl, that'll take it 
right off. And the isopropyl will also act as a kinda anti-static. So, it'll take the dust off too.

1:05:18 NB: Yeah. That's great. I have the old school little felt thing that wipes it off. [chuckle]

1:05:27 Jeff: Yeah. The Discwasher. The Discwasher D4 system. I just sold one of those this week. 
[chuckle] Vintage system. [chuckle]

1:05:32 NB: I'll tell you, these little accessories, even... You're gonna start to see the resurgence of 
tapes. You're gonna also start seeing a resurgence of... What were the old bigger ones? 

1:05:50 Jeff: Reel-to-reels, man. I have a garage full of reel-to-reels.

1:05:50 NB: Reel-to-reels. But no, the eight-track tapes.

1:05:52 Jeff: Oh my gosh.

1:05:53 NB: Eight tracks.

1:05:54 Jeff: Yup. I've sold eight track players. Yeah. Eight tracks.

1:05:56 NB: So not just the vinyl record but sometimes the dead tech. Always know that quality 
needles for real record players that are good quality are the most expensive aspect of this kind of 
stuff. So if you see vinyl record needles, if you see certain vinyl record players, even if they're 
broken, they're worth money.

1:06:18 Jeff: They can be, that's right.

1:06:19 NB: Anything that kinda goes along with the accessories and then shrink wrapping too, 
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some records. If I have a record that isn't in shrink wrap or that's new that's been kept new, I wanna 
keep it that way if I'm sending it into Amazon FBA. And I have a bunch of other records stacked 
together. I actually have a heat gun and a shrink wrapping machine that I'll use to shrink wrap a 
record to make it when it gets to the customer, it looks like new. They might even think, "Whoa, this
is brand new," but I won't advertise it or list it as such. But sometimes when a record I can fetch 100
bucks for it or even 50 bucks or more, I'll either completely polybag that record or I will shrink 
wrap the record, sticking everything together so there's just no... And not only that, even if it's kinda
damaged to keep it from getting any more damaged. Sometimes it's worth it if you wanna be 
thorough. I like to be thorough about that.

1:07:18 Jeff: Okay. So here's what I do and we're moving onto packing and shipping procedure 
here. What I do once I inspect the record and I've listed it... Well, first of all, if it's missing inner 
paper sleeve, I buy those in bulk off of Amazon and I will include a paper sleeve and I'll turn it 
sideways so the record doesn't fall out. But my packing procedure then is, I have a 14-inch square, 
two mil polybags and I have a heat sealer. And so what I will do is put the whole album in that bag 
and then seal it off so that the album doesn't slide around and I'll seal it two different ways to make 
sure that there's no wiggle room. Because the problem with an album when you ship it is it can slide
around and damage not only the inner sleeve, but also the cardboard sleeve. So a lot of sellers of 
vinyl advocate... I've even seen them advocate taking the album out, the record out and packing it 
separately from the jacket. I don't go to that much extreme because I found that using the two mil 
polybags that I use holds it still enough that it doesn't do any damage.

1:08:39 NB: Those aren't that expensive, but...

1:08:44 Jeff: No, they're pretty reasonable really, like six, seven cents a piece when you buy 1,000 
of them. But once you do that, once it sealed in that polybag, there's just a little bit of residual air 
inside that bag. And so it creates kind of a very, very thin pillow. So once you have a stack of 30, 
40, 50 records and they're all in these polybags, I can pack them to send to FBA, which is just what 
you were talking about before. You can pack them just like anything else. Put a little bubble wrap or
a little... Pack craft-packing paper or whatever around it and you can ship it to FBA no problem. No 
damage.

1:09:28 NB: Now, if you're a sucker like me, if you're a sucker for the punishment like me 
[chuckle] and you like to ship things merchant-fulfilled, there are also special boxes that you can 
buy that are vinyl LP boxes so you can do the shipment yourself. That was what I was doing and it's
a lot of work. But you know what? You'll need to have some of that stuff yourself too because some 
of the stuff I know is gonna sell well and I'm not gonna pay the extra FBA fee if I know it's gonna 
sell no matter what. See that's the one big mistake that people make in this business is they go all 
the way FBA, it's just my thought on this that, if I can make an extra $20 to $30 on something by 
just putting it in a box, slapping a label on it and having the post office come and pick it up from me
the next day... My postal person loves me. I take care of them. They know that I'm running a 
business out of here and they're important to me and I wanna take care of them. So I always get 
what I need to get from them and they always come to the door and, "Hey, do you have anything 
going out today?" We have stuff scheduled any day.

1:10:39 NB: So we've got a little coffee machine right there in our delivery area where we take in 
packages and process. "Hey, you want a cup of coffee?" In your shipping procedure, you wanna 
take care of everything that's important and having those boxes, they're special kind size of box. 
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We're gonna give you a link to where you can acquire those and buy those below as well, but also 
with shipping them. I use a service called integraship.com. It's free, me and Jim Cockrum own it 
and what it does is it will integrate with your Amazon account, your eBay account, Etsy. It'll 
integrate with all of the major shipping carriers. So UPS, USPS, FedEx, DHL, it'll manage 
international shipments as well. It'll track everything for you, all of your shipments and it will batch 
your sales directly in from Amazon and eBay and it will batch it in and you just go to it, it has all 
the customer information. You can print the shipping label through our shipping system and you'll 
get a discount shipping rate on the shipping and this is all for free. It's called integraship.com. It's a 
project that Jim Cockrum and I started with another company.

1:11:58 NB: We own the business so you can trust it. And not only that, but what this does, it's 
gonna give you a discount shipping rate, but it's going to batch all of your sales into one play store. 
All you gotta do is go into where you batched, you see a notification that it's sold. Go into 
IntegraShip, click a button, print the shipping label out and then it's gonna notify eBay or Amazon, 
here's the tracking number, it's been shipped to the customer for you automatically, right? Slap a 
shipping label on it. And you're gonna save, usually, for instance, a flat rate envelope would cost 
you, what is it, $5.95 now? If you don't have any kind of a rate and you just sign up for an account 
at UPS, that rate with us is right around $5.35, $5.25, sometimes even less depending on the amount
that you ship. But this service will track everything for you. So you can see all your sales and track 
all your shipments, and track all the expenses of just shipping in your business right there in one 
place. Not only that, but it tracks all the customers' addresses. So it stores all of your customers' 
addresses. Pretty nifty.

1:13:11 Jeff: Very cool.

1:13:13 NB: So IntegraShip.com, I-N-T-E-G-R-A-S-H-I-P.com, sign up. It's free to sign up for 
members of this course. Get an account going today. And then we have live support on it where you
can actually call in and they'll help you set it up, because with vinyl records, you're gonna be 
shipping things. Whether you're shipping it in FBA... But some of the market really is on eBay for 
it. That's why I kind of stuck to eBay, but there's been a huge resurgent of it now on Amazon in 
FBA because of the Prime membership; people are protected. In the past they were scared to buy 
vinyl records because of these type of issues where people would ship them or not describe them 
properly and they'd get it... And they'd have to deal with PayPal to get a refund. With Amazon, it's 
no questions asked refund. So Amazon has a better relationship. So that's why you're seeing that 
difference. So how you pack and ship is important because it costs money in your bottom line. 
We're gonna add some resources below to help you with that process so that you can jump right into
this business, and this business model and start making money. Now, another thing too, Jeff...

1:14:24 Jeff: Absolutely.

1:14:25 NB: We're here to answer your questions. You're not in this alone. We're gonna lead you to 
water, we can't make you drink. Certainly, we don't wanna come out there and drown you if we 
have to. But if you do what we teach you, you're gonna have success. You're gonna get results. But, 
you have to communicate with us. You could communicate directly with me and Jeff on the Buy 
Local, Sell to the World Facebook group or the Sourcer's Apprentice. The Sourcer's Apprentice is 
where Jeff hangs out. He's always shooting videos of his finds and what he's finding. It's good to see
examples of stuff that sell well so you can go out and emulate. The key is to imitate before you 
innovate. But if you don't communicate with us, we can't answer those important questions that may
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be your hurdle or pitfall to taking that first step to getting started. Because if you're not confident, 
you're not gonna take action. That's the best thing about this course. Let us help you become 
confident. And the way to do that is by communicating directly with us and the other members of 
our groups. Sourcer's Apprentice has what? A couple of thousand people in there? 

1:15:23 Jeff: Yep, we got 2,100 as of this recording. And man, that's so important, Nathan, we're 
not just dumping a bunch of information on you but we are seriously wanting to see you succeed. 
So definitely communicate with us. Ask us questions.

1:15:37 NB: There's another couple thousand, 2,500 or so in my group on the Buy Local, Sell to the
World course. And one of the great things about that, is that we get people like Skip McGrath 
hanging out in there, answering people's questions and some other really incredible pickers that I've 
found out there that do Buy Local, Sell to the World business. There's a lot of stay at home moms 
doing this and sustaining multi-thousands of dollars per month's income in their business. Making 
as much as their partners going to a 40-hour job, work week. I can tell you this, this is a business 
that even if you're doing the 40-hour work week right now and hoping to transition onto selling 
online full time, this is how you build the foundation so stay in close contact with us.

1:16:28 Jeff: Absolutely.

1:16:28 NB: And let us guide you. This is another stream of income. Let's get out there and take 
action everyone.

1:16:34 Jeff: Cool. Awesome. This has been fun, Nathan. Vinyl records is one of my absolute 
favorite things to buy and sell.

1:16:42 NB: Yeah. It's a good niche, it's a real business. If you enjoy this sort of thing, if you're into
music, this is right down your alley. For me, it's also instruments and many other niches that we're 
gonna talk about. Stay tuned, see you on the next video.
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